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REFERENCE DESIGN AND COST REPORT

1. Executive Summary
Opotiki District Council commissioned Fletcher Construction and Brian Perry Civil (along with their
Designers Beca) in November 2013, to prepare a Reference Design and related Cost Estimate for the
proposed Opotiki Harbour Entrance Training Walls using a sheetpile wall solution. The purpose was
to provide greater certainty as to the feasibility of the structural form, consider constructability
constraints, the Resource Consent Conditions and potential variations, and to provide greater cost
certainty in support of funding applications to Central Government.
This study focussed on the primary function of the proposed works, that being the “training of the
harbour entrance flows” to provide a more navigable harbour entrance, in support of the wider
development of Opotiki as proposed by Opotiki District Council.
A first stage of “onshore” geotechnical investigation, identified that the upper 10m or so of sand and
silt materials were potentially liquefiable, and a denser layer suitable for founding the sheetpile
walls, was present at a depth between 10 to 15m onshore. A future round of geotechnical
investigation is required to determine the presence and persistence of a suitable founding layer
between the shoreline and the offshore extent of the proposed training walls.
The structural form settled upon, following consideration of the design parameters, constructability
and Resource Consent conditions, involves a double row of sheetpile walls for each training wall,
spaced 15m apart, with a waler and tierod between, at 0.5m above MSL, and filled with sand gained
from excavation. The sheetpiles will be topped with a capping beam, and top surface of the fill
paved to minimise the potential for scour under overtopping conditions. Approximately 700,000 m3
of material is required to be removed to form the new channel, with disposal of this material to
filling between the sheetpile walls, in closing the existing harbour entrance and channel, and the
balance of material filling an area adjacent to the harbour.
Key construction considerations included the driveability of the sheetpiles into the dense founding
layer, access and exposure to the work site under adverse weather conditions, and associated sea
state, and compliance with environmental conditions contained in the Resource Consent.
There are some risks that remain and will have an influence on the project outturn cost, and these
include;
•
•
•
•

Without any “offshore” geotechnical investigation at this stage, the absence, or greater
depth, of a suitable founding layer in the offshore portion of site, will influence the
structural form.
The volume to be dredged given aged survey data, and natural sand movements since.
Fluctuations in the global price of steel for sheetpiles and tierods, and the associated
exposure to Foreign Exchange variance.
The better definition of compliance measures required by the Resource Consent conditions,
over the full lifetime of the structures.

The pricing prepared and detailed in this report is current at March 2014, and is for the direct cost of
design and construction of the works, including compliance with construction phase Resource
Consent conditions, contractor’s risks, contractor’s margin, and some client contingency. It is not
intended to reflect a competitively tendered price. The primary objective is to provide a sound cost
estimate, based on a workable design, to support the funding application.
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With the information provided in this Reference Design and Cost Estimate, the next phase for
Opotiki District Council would be to;
•
•
•
•

Prepare a cost estimate of the whole project including not only the Reference Design costs
detailed herein, but also including those additional costs of ODC.
Submit a comprehensive application for funding the complete project.
Further mitigate identified Principal’s risks, such as Offshore Geotechnical conditions and
Resource Consent Conditions.
Establish the preferred Procurement Model.

This report completes Phase One of the process outlined in the Project Development Plan.
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2. Confirmation of Scope and Exclusions
The scope of work considered by this report is as per our letter of offer dated 20 December 2013
and includes the following actions in relation to the Harbour Entrance works portion of the greater
scheme, involving;
•
•
•
•
•

Dredging of a new channel to the east of the existing entrance;
Construction of two sheetpile river training walls, one on either side of the new channel;
Closure of the existing harbour entrance using dredged materials;
Filling at a proposed development site with surplus dredged material; and,
Compliance with resource consent requirements as they relate to the above items.

Actions taken in preparing this report include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Review of existing design information, reports and drawings;
Assessment and identification of performance criteria following the design earthquake, and any
ground improvements needed to address potential liquefaction risks to meet required
performance criteria;
Preparation of a Design Statement;
Preparation of a general arrangement layout plan showing harbour entrance training walls,
dredged areas, disposal areas;
Assessment of loads on harbour training walls, including gravity, wave, current, soil, and seismic
loads using the wave climate and coastal processes information from the work completed by
DHI;
Providing designers with construction methodology considerations and influences on the form of
design;
Preparation of a Reference Design (to possibly be used as a Reference design in a later design
and build contract) for the steel sheetpile wall option for the harbour training walls, including
plan and cross section drawings. This includes;
o The overall form of the sheetpile training wall option including items such as tierods;
o Depth and size of sheetpiles;
o Whether rock armour is required for scour protection; and,
o Production of outline specifications.
Preparation of a cost estimate reflecting the design resulting from the above, based upon
current market pricing and data;
To consider, list, evaluate, and value risks to the project scope;
Review of existing resource consent conditions as they relate to the Reference Design, and
advise any consent variations that may be required; and,
To consider and schedule health and safety hazards relating to the project, both during
construction and once in operation.
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For clarity, the following items have been specifically excluded from this project scope:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Further geotechnical investigations, necessary to confirm presence, extent and consistency of
the target founding layer observed in onshore investigations;
Hydraulic modelling and assessment of the performance of the scheme (separately procured by
Opotiki District Council from DHI);
Input to reporting and funding proposals, over and above the deliverables prepared for
completion of our scope of work set out above;
Inputs to the business case for the project, over and above the deliverables prepared for the
completion of our scope or work set out above;
A whole-of-life project-wide estimate;
Compliance with resource consent conditions relating to the wider harbour development
scheme, and of a long term, non-construction phase nature (e.g. ecological, water quality, and
flood level monitoring and the like) as further detailed in Section 6; and,
Maintenance and operational costs.
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3. Geotechnical Interpretation
Introduction
Reference design of the training walls has been undertaken based on the geology and underlying soil
profile encountered in the site investigations and the loading criteria and design levels described in
Section 4. Stability analyses during construction, long-term static, scour and seismic loadings have
been undertaken. This is discussed further below.

Site Geology
The Opotiki area is situated on an area of coastal lowlands formed by marginal marine-alluvial
processes. Torlesse greywacke basement rock outcrops approximately 3km south east of Opotiki
however the depth to greywacke at the harbour entrance is unknown. The harbour entrance is a
mobile sand dune-beach environment at the mouth of the Waioeka River. The geology of the beach
area is indicated as Holocene floodplain/alluvium and coastal beach deposits (Leonard et al, 2010).

Soil Profile
The soil profile is determined from the results of the geotechnical investigations contained within
the Preliminary Geotechnical Assessment from Beca Ltd dated 22 October 2013. The soil profile is
outlined below in Table 3.1 for the relevant soil layers in the model.
Table 3.1: Soil Profile

Unit

Description

Depth to Top of
Layer (m)

Thickness
(m)

Upper Beach/Dune
Sand

Loose to medium dense fine to medium
SAND

0

6.5-7

Coastal Margin

Loose to very dense silty, sandy, fine to
medium GRAVEL

6.5-7

2.5-3

Lower Beach Sand

Dense to very dense fine to coarse SAND

10-10.5

6-6.5

Upper Estuarine

Firm SILT/ clayey SILT

16.5-17

6-7

Analysis
Water levels are assumed at 0m across the model for long-term analysis and short-term events.
The training wall has been modelled in both Wallap (retaining wall design software) and Plaxis2D (2D
finite element software) to assess the embedment depth of the wall and determine design
displacements, bending moment and shear forces for the design load cases. Earthquake loadings
are applied to the wall with non-liquefied and liquefied sands and gravels in the Upper Beach and
Coastal Margin strata and the design scour level is taken at -9.5m MSL.
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Proposed Staging for Modelling
The staging of the construction and the resulting loading sequence as set out below has been
assumed for the modelling and analysis of the training walls:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sheet Piles installed (total length 17.5m) to -15m MSL
Backfill of training wall to tie level
Ties installed at MSL (may occur after an excavation where the initial ground surface is higher
than MSL)
Dredge channel to -5.5m below MSL
Scour apron installed
Complete backfill of the training wall to +2.5m above MSL
Apply surcharge of 12kPa along central 4m between the sheet piles
Scour event 1: scour channel to -9.5m below MSL for a 1/1000 year flood with a 3H:1V slope of
the scour apron from the inside sheet pile into the channel
Scour event 2: scour channel to -9.5m below MSL for a 1/1000 year flood with no berm support
and no scour apron.
Earthquake load applied to the completed wall via a distributed load on the above ground sheet
piles where the load is calculated from Wood & Elms (1984)
Liquefy soils under ULS conditions.
Liquefy soils with 65% ULS PGA earthquake loading.

This construction sequence is also modelled with corroded sheet pile details for end of life stability
assessment.

Results
The analyses have been undertaken to develop a Reference design. The critical design cases for both
minimum embedment depth of the sheet piles and maximum bending moment were;
A) Scour event 2; and,
B) Liquefied soils with a 65% ULS PGA earthquake.
To provide the recommended Factor of Safety against ‘toe kick out’ in these load cases, the piles
need to be founded at the base of the lower sand layer. Loadings during construction and long-term
static conditions are significantly less than the temporary scour and earthquake load cases.
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4. Design Statement
Level Datum
All levels in this report will be quoted in terms of Mean Sea Level or MSL. This level is defined as
being 0.2m above Moturiki Datum.

Design Elevations
The following elevations will be adopted for design purposes.
Table 4.1: Elevations

Location

Elevation (m) above
or below MSL

Comments

Finished level of the Training Walls

2.5

Taken from Arcelor
Mittall design

Mean High Water Springs (Opotiki Wharf)

0.9

Linz website, standard
port tidal levels

Mean Sea Level (Opotiki Wharf)

0.0

ditto

Mean Low Water Springs (Opotiki Wharf)

-0.8

ditto

Design Dredge Level

-4.4

From DHI reports

Base of Scour Protection (if required)

-5.5

Design Flood Scour Level 1% AEP (63%
probability of occurrence) for 100 yr design life

-8.1

DWK reports
supporting the RC
application

Duffill Watts (2008) Adopted Design Flood
Scour Level Recommendation 1/1000 Year (10%
probability of occurrence) for 100 yr design life

-9.5

DWK reports
supporting the RC
application

Splash zone

0.9 to 2.5

Inter-tidal Zone

-0.8 to 0.9

Low Water Zone

-1.3 to -0.8

Immersion Zone

-4.4 to -1.3

Seabed Level at furthest point from Shore

Opotiki Harbour Entrance Training Walls
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Design Standards and References
Table 4.2: Standards and References

Subject

Code Reference

Loading

AS/NZS 1170 2002 Part 5 – Earthquake Actions
NZS 1170:2002 Structural Design Actions

Steel

NZS 3404:1997 Steel Structures Standard
ArcelorMittal Steel Sheet Piling – General Catalogue 2011
ArcelorMittal Sheet Piling – The HZ-M Steel Wall System 2014
ArcelorMittal Piling Handbook 2013

Concrete

NZS 3101:2006 Concrete Structures Standard

Other

CIRIA C580. Embedded Retaining Walls – Guidance for Economic Design
NAVFAC DM 7-02 Foundations and Earth Structures Design Manual
NZTA Bridge Manual 3rd Edition: Flood and scour event return periods
NZ Building Code

Design Load Criteria
The importance level of the structure is a function of the consequences of failure and post disaster
operational requirements. AS/NZS 1170.0 Table 3.1 gives guidance on the consequence of failure.
Design life and importance level are defined below in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3: Design Load Criteria

Description

Criteria

Design working life of structure

50 years

Importance Level (IL)

IL 2 – Normal Structure

Live Loads
Additional loads considered include the live load of any possible traffic along the training walls
during construction and once in operation as indicated below in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4: Design Live Load

Description

Load

Design live load during construction at +2.5MSL

12kPa

Design live load during operation at +2.5MSL

12kPa
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Wave Heights
The training wall structures extend into water with a depth of 4m below MSL. At a Mean High Water
Spring tide and with an allowance of 0.4m for storm surge, waves of up to 4.2m could break against
the training wall structures.

Seismic Loading
The annual probability of exceedance and therefore design earthquake loading has been determined
in accordance with clause 3.3 of AS/NZS 1170.0 and is summarised in Table 4.5.
Table4.5: Seismic Design Loads

Description

Criteria

Value

Annual probability of exceedance – ULS (IL 2)

1/500 (Earthquake)

0.336g

Annual probability of exceedance – SLS (IL 2)

1/25 (Earthquake)

0.08g

Site Subsoil Class

-

D

Berthing and Mooring Loading
It is assumed that the training walls will not be used for berthing or mooring.

Materials and Durability
Structural Steel
Steel sheet piles, walers and bolts have been designed to allow for sacrificial corrosion loss over the
design life of the structure. The corrosion rates specified below, adopted from BS6349: Part 1, have
been applied.
Table 4.6: Steel corrosion rates

Location

Seaward Side

Landward Side

Total

Total over
50 years

mm/year

mm/year

mm/year

Splash zone

0.075

0.025

0.10

5

Tidal zone

0.035

0.025

0.06

3

Low water zone

0.075

0.025

0.10

5

Immersion zone

0.035

0.025

0.06

3

Embedment zone

0.025

0.025

0.05

2.5

mm

Edge protection along the top of the wall will comprise of a hot dipped galvanised and painted steel
balustrade. The proposed corrosion protection system is HDG600P3 (150 thick micron paint top
coat), providing an estimated time to first maintenance of 15-25 years in accordance with AS/NZS
2312:2002.
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Tie back anchors and waler connection
Anchors and associated components shall be designed and detailed with an appropriate corrosion
protection system. The proposed protection system for the anchors is densopol primer and denso
ultraflex 1500 tape. The nuts shall be wrapped with denso steel coats 450 tape to form a water tight
seal with the ultraflex 1500 tape.
Bolts connecting the walers to the sheet piles shall be primed and wrapped using denso bitumesh
mastic tape and a Raychem TPS heat shrink sleeve

Concrete
The concrete capping beam will be designed for exposure classification C as defined by
NZS3101:2006.

Structural Assessment
The selected sheet pile for the training walls comprises high modulus Z sections - Arcelor Mittal
AZ36-700N. The continuous form of the web and specific location of the interlock, symmetrically on
both sides of the neutral axis, mitigates loss of composite action between adjacent sheets due to
slippage at the interlock and allows the full section modulus to be utilised in determining the
capacity.
The size of the sheets is governed by driving stresses associated with installation through the dense
sand layer to meet minimum embedment requirements for lateral stability.
The selected sheets have ample capacity to accommodate the flexural demands associated with
retaining loads, accounting for sacrificial corrosion loss over the specified design life of 50 years. We
note that the flange and web thicknesses are 14mm and 10.2mm, respectively.
It is noted that the selected sheet size is sufficient to achieve a service life of approximately 80-100
years, without maintenance or intervention. This will depend on the actual corrosion experienced at
the site. We also note that it will be feasible to further extend the life of the sheets with future
intervention at an appropriate stage. This could include the application of a corrosion protection
system (paint) over the upper extent (tidal/splash zone) of the sheets or a cathodic protection
system.
Tie back anchors are spaced at 1.4m centres to suit the sheet pile section dimensions. Anchors are to
be protected from corrosion through denso tape wrapping. The anchors have sufficient reserve
capacity (with reduced factor of safety) to carry additional loads should an adjacent anchor fail. The
anchors are to be encapsulated in an oversized sleeve, creating a void above the anchor, and
allowing backfill settlement to occur without loading the anchor.
The waler has been located on the backfilled side of the sheet pile wall to limit its exposure and
reduce corrosion. The waler is sized to allow for sacrificial corrosion losses over the specified design
life. The waler has sufficient capacity (with reduced factor of safety) to span over 2.8m, should one
of the tie back anchors fail. The bolts connecting the waler to the sheet piles are also to be protected
from corrosion through denso tape wrapping.
The continuous concrete capping beam provides some nominal restraint to the top of the sheets,
but primarily serves to conceal the top edge of the sheet pile wall, provide a kerb to assist with
vehicular edge protection and provide a foundation on which to mount appropriate pedestrian edge
protection.
Other sheet pile walls, used to replace the geotextile containers structures, will be a single row of
AZ24-700 sheets, without tie backs.
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Civil Assessment
The training walls have been arranged as determined by the hydraulic modelling completed before
and after the consent hearings. This has determined the layout of the structures so that they balance
the need to confine the tidal and river flow so that the channel is maintained, against the potential
for the confinement to raise flood levels upstream.
For this function, the walls only need to be high enough to train the river flows, which has been
assessed by others to be no more than 2.5m above Mean Sea Level.
At this finished level the walls will be subject to some very severe overtopping during storms. Waves
of over 4m high are possible, breaking as they meet the structure. A 4m high breaking wave meeting
a structure with 1.5m of freeboard over the still water level will result in very large volumes of water
overtopping it. The water will be travelling at high velocity and has potential to cause considerable
scouring of the surface, if it is not suitably protected.
Accordingly the upper levels of the back fill will need to be treated to resist scour. We have allowed
to fill the top section of the training walls with metal.
This also means that the overtopping rates envisaged in the resource consent (50 l/sec/m) will be
exceeded. If these limits are to be maintained, the structure will need to be considerably higher than
currently planned.
For the purposes of this design and estimated cost, it has been assumed that the finished level of the
training walls will be at 2.5m above MSL.
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5. Drawings
Drawings included on the following pages are:
•
•
•
•

3122956-Aerial
3122956-CE-002
3122956-CE-003
3122956-SE-005

Civil Works General Arrangement
Civil Works General Arrangement
Civil Works Enlarged Plan
Training Wall Sheet Piling Typical Details
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6. Resource Consents
Potential Resource Consent Variations
The following matters are flagged as potentially requiring further discussion or approval from the
Regional Council in respect of the design prepared to support this project construction cost
estimate.
•
•
•

•
•
•

Deposition of a greater quantity of dredged material at the beach site as opposed to the
Peterson Block;
Change from the use of the geotextile bags to steel sheet piles as cut off walls and to build walls
to prevent outflanking of the new training walls and entrance channel;
Aspects of the construction methodology that may differ from the expectations of the approving
authorities. In particular, the ability to dredge the volumes required, to place and stockpile
materials in such a sequence, whilst “giving effect” to the intent of the Consent Conditions,
around the seasonal restrictions around wildlife and ecology. For the purposes of this report, we
have assumed the construction method and sequence outlined in Section 7 of this report, will be
acceptable to the Consenting Authority;
Potentially larger quantities of material deposited at the Peterson Block than expected, if other
sites are not available;
The potential used of cement stabilising contained within the training walls to treat
contaminated materials dredged from the Waioeka River bed; and,
Overtopping rates envisaged in the consent hearings reflected the use of rock structures which
would need to be higher than a steel sheet pile system. The lower level of the sheet pile means
it will be more frequently overtopped by waves and the overtopping volumes will be higher.

Allowance for Consent Conditions in the Cost Estimate
A schedule of the responsibilities for meeting the various consent conditions has been prepared and
is attached at Appendix 1.
Those items noted as the responsibility of the “Contractor” have been allowed for in the project
construction cost estimate.
All other items are assumed to be met and directly funded by ODC.

Opotiki Harbour Entrance Training Walls
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7. Construction Method and Sequence
Construction Method
Peterson Block
The intention for this property is that it will become the site of the mussel factory and as such, it has
a minimum filling level to provide flood protection. There is also a maximum area that can be used
and this is much greater than required to accept dredged material. The Peterson block is to be used
as a buffer for the dredging operation. It can take material of any quality whereas other areas, such
as the existing river mouth and surrounding dunes require the best material to conform with the
consent requirements. The Peterson block can take more than the volume of cut material that is
based on present bed levels. This flexibility allows us to commence dredging work early in the
programme and continue dredging work at best productivity, likely to be between 10-12,000 m3 per
week, for the duration of about 15 months.
The intention is to clear the Peterson Block site of trees, fences, vegetation and the like and strip the
topsoil to stockpile. The area will be fully bunded allowing decanting of the dredge material
supernatant. After completion of the dredging, the area will be re-topsoiled and grassed.
No work has been allowed for the mussel processing factory and it should be noted that the fill is
hydraulically place without compaction or placing as an engineered fill.

Access Road & Site Compounds
The requirement is to upgrade the existing access and to provide a contractors work area of about
100m x 50m close to the eastern training wall. We will not be providing a contractors access or work
area to the west training wall. Both the access road and the yard will be a 300mm thick metalled
hardstand on filter fabric with vee-channel drainage. Access from the east to the west will either be
by the existing sand dunes or, after that access is removed by dredging, by staging between the
training walls.

Materials Order
The largest dollar value item to order is steel sheetpiling, being nearly 8,000 tonnes including walers
and tie rods. Sufficient design has been done to calculate the size of sheetpile required, based on an
assumed geotechnical profile. This steel order would be a key priority at the start of the contract as
the delivery time is approximately 4 months. Sheetpiles would be delivered to Tauranga port and
transported by truck to the site.

Training Wall Construction
•

•

Order of work: The plan is to start on the eastern training wall first and to install 120m of
staging from the land, RL +1.0. This work will be carried out prior to the arrival of the sheetpiles
to improve the overall programme duration. Sheetpiles would be stockpiled at the lay-down
area adjacent to the contractors site establishment
Staging: This is a construction technique commonly used by Brian Perry Civil and we have a lot
of in-stock materials, although new materials are likely in this case given the long duration. The
staging consists of 710 diameter tube piles driven into firm material by vibro hammer, allowing
extraction on completion. Crossheads are placed on these piles and longitudinal steel beams on
top of the crossheads. The deck will be precast concrete panel giving a 9m wide access that
allows craneage operations and access at the same time. The length of each bent is 9m allowing
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•

•

•

•
•

18m of sheetpiles to be constructed off each bent. The intention is to supply 120m of staging, ie
13 bents of 9m, and as a 9m length of training wall is completed, the first bent is removed and
reinstalled in the forward position. Meanwhile a separate crew is filling between the completed
sheetpiles and installing walers and tie-rods. Material will be obtained from excavation of
dredged zones by using a long-reach excavator and dump trucks and this operation has to
happen at the same time as removal and re-installation of the staging.
Sheetpile Installation: This will be carried out, either off land or off staging. The sheetpiles are
required to be driven into dense sands to counteract the effects of earthquake liquefaction and
because of this hard driving, a heavy section pile has been selected. Although the pile is
stronger than required for design, besides being capable of resisting hard driving without
damage, other advantages are that there is added corrosion resistance, ability to have the tie
rod at RL +0.5, ie above mean sea level and ability to backfill up to tie rod level prior to
installation of the tie rod. Practically, these advantages are significant. The sheetpiles will be
installed using a driving frame allowing 10m to be pitched at once. Initial installation will be by
vibro-hammer and they will be driven to the required depth using a hydraulic impact hammer.
Walers/Tie-Rods: These have been designed as being at RL +0.5 that allows work above tide
level most of the time. The sheetpiles are heavy enough to allow backfill up to this level without
the tie rod in position. The tie rods are easily manageable, being only 15m long, but must be
threaded into a 300mm dia. helcor pipe to provide some protection against the effects of any
settlement. Denso protection would be provided and is readily applied using specialist
equipment. The walers are installed on the inside face of the sheetpiles and this provides some
protection against the waves.
Backfill: Backfill to the tie-rods is predominantly by excavator and dump truck. The total volume
of each training wall is about 25,000 m3 and this is spread over 6 months which is a manageable
1000 m3 per week. Once the backfill reaches RL +1.0 it provides protection to the tie rod and is
above the Mean High Water Springs level. Second stage filling can be carried out with higher
compaction taking the fill up to underside of capping beam at +2.0. From RL +1.8, filling would
be carried out with a 500mm thick layer of hardfill prior to placing the topping slab assuming a
3% crossfall.
Concrete Capping: This is a 900 wide x 500 deep beam, partially poured on fill and partially
requiring specialist soffit formwork.
Edge Protection: An 1100mm high fence has been allowed for the training wall where it is
possible to fall into the sea.
Figure 7.1 Longitudinal Section
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Equipment
90t crawler crane, 60t crawler crane, 25t Rough Terrain mobile crane, vibro-hammer, hydraulic
hammer, floating pontoons in support, workboat, piling support equipment, long-reach digger and
dump trucks, bulldozers, compaction equipment.

Land Cut-off walls
There is a 300m long x 12m deep cut-off wall as an extension to the west training wall and this is
required to provide a cut-off to the existing river channel should flood conditions erode the sand
bank covering the wall. Once the existing channel has been filled using dredged material, the cut-off
wall can be installed quickly working off the land, using a second crew. To the east training wall,
there are two cut-off walls shown being a total of 250m long x 12m deep and these can be installed
at any time in the programme, provided that 120m of sheetpiles are available for the temporary
works cut-off wall between the training walls

Temporary Works Cut-off wall between training walls
This is 120m long x 12m deep and joins the east and west training walls at a point where the existing
bed level is RL -2.0, although this could be deeper. This wall will be installed on completion of the
east and west training walls working off the staging that will be left in position and form part of the
ability of the wall to resist the sea forces. The cut-off wall/staging will provide access from east to
west and also protection to the dredge from the open sea, allowing dredging operations to continue
unaffected by sea conditions. The other advantage of the cut-off wall is that boat access can easily
be transferred from the existing river to the new channel with the new access having a minimum of
1m clearance below chart datum, similar to the existing channel. The sheetpiles for this work are
those that will eventually be used to form the permanent works cut-off wall forming part of the
eastern training wall.

Dredging
This will be carried out by Heron Construction using a cutter suction dredge. The intended machine
called “Beaver” is 18m long x 6m wide drawing 900mm and displacing 45t. It has a 300mm suction
line and 350mm discharge. Some of the discharge line may be on the river bed level to allow the
free passage of local boats in the existing river. There is approximately 700,000 m3 of material to be
dredged and the likely production is 10-12,000 m3 per week, although this can be increased by
working longer hours. Material will be able to be pumped to the Peterson Block or to the existing
river channel mouth providing a block to the river mouth and replenishing the dunes. Monitoring of
the water quality will be carried out throughout the dredging work. With a cutter suction dredge,
the water quality at the suction point is unlikely to change much but measures will have to be
introduced at the discharge point to produce reasonable water clarity. The dredging work has
Consent constraints affecting operations on:
•
•
•

Water quality;
When material can be discharged so as not to affect inanga and dotterel activities; and,
Sand quality for material used to replenish dunes.

These are significant constraints.

Change-over from Existing Rivermouth to New Channel
On completion of the training wall construction over water and the cut-off wall, dredging can
proceed in the new channel, working from the river end towards the new outlet. This work is able to
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continue without significant influence from bad sea conditions. The dredging will be completed up
to the cut-off wall so there is a channel dredged to bed level at RL -4.4 on one side of the cut-off wall
and -2.0 on the other side. Dredged material will be piled up on the spit to the western side of the
western training wall so that a large volume of dredged material is available to push into the existing
river channel outlet to stop flow. Immediately prior to bunding off the existing river, working from
west to east, the sheetpiles will be extracted and sufficient staging removed to allow passage of local
craft through the new channel. At this point, both channels are available for use. At a period of
predicted low flow, the stockpiled material will be pushed into the channel up to RL +1.0 and higher,
blocking the existing flow. This will take about 10,000 m3 of material initially and further material
will be added until a sufficient platform has been established to enable the remainder of the western
cut-off sheetpile wall to be completed, permanently blocking the river. The best of the dredged
material will then be used to complete the river closure and replenish the dunes at the existing
rivermouth. Dredging for the new channel can then be completed to the required depth.

Resource Consent Requirements
There are a number of Consent conditions that affect construction methodology and some of the
most significant affect dredging work. To this end, the methodology has been selected around
flexibility of operation. The Peterson Block allows flexibility in timing as there are no constraints on
when we can discharge. It provides flexibility of material quality as dune-quality sand is not
necessary. It provides flexibility on volume as it can accept a much higher volume if this is required.
The consent conditions are not completely clear as to how much dredged material can be discharged
at the rivermouth. We have assumed the full volume up to RL +2.5 but it could be much less
depending on how the consent is interpreted.
We anticipate that several workshop sessions will be required with the Bay of Plenty Regional
Council as final construction methodology is inserted in the Construction Management Plan and the
Dredging Management Plan.

Programme and Sequencing
Critical Path Sequencing
There will be two main streams of critical path construction, working simultaneously; the training
wall sheet piling and the dredging operation.

Sheet piling
The sequence will commence with the installation of 120m of main East training wall off temporary
access staging (previously completed off the critical path). After completion of the first 120m, the
rear end of the staging will be removed and cycled up to the front of the operation, allowing
sheetpile wall installation to progress forward in a linear method. Backfilling between the sheetpiles,
installation of walers and tie rods and capping beam construction will follow behind the piling
operation. This will ensure that sections of the training wall are continuously completed and able to
be used as an access and working platform in support of the forward activities.
After completion of the main East training wall, we will transfer over to the main West training wall
and follow the above operation until the entire length is complete.
Installation of a temporary cut off wall across the future entrance will provide protection for the
dredge as it completes channel dredging 1. The temporary channel cut off wall, once complete, will
also act as an access way between the training walls, allowing channel dredging to continue without
causing any access issues to the west walls.
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Construction of the land based sheet piles at the beginning of the main training walls, the East cut
off walls and West cut off wall A can be completed during the channel dredging process and off the
critical path.
The channel cut off wall will remain in place until sufficient dredging has been made to allow a new
channel to be formed between the new walls. At this point, West cut off wall B will be installed,
blocking off the existing channel.

Dredging Sequence
The dredging can be split into three approximate areas; River dredge, Channel Dredge 1 and Channel
dredge 2. (Refer to Figure 7.2). The dredging from these areas will be deposited in three designated
areas; Peterson Block, Spit Bund 1 and Spit Bund 2.
The bulk of the dredged material from the River Dredge will be deposited at Peterson Block with the
balance going to Spit Bund 1. Channel Dredge 1 will likely be a cleaner material and will be deposited
to Spit Bund 1. The selection process of which material goes where will be carefully monitored and
will comply with consent conditions and environmental constraints. The final area of dredging at
Channel Dredge 2 will be deposited at Spit Bund 2. Material piled on Spit Bund 1 will be bladed over
to fill Spit Bund 2.
It is worth noting that the quantities considered only fill to +2.5m. This is the natural repose of the
dunes in this area and will not impose on any wildlife in the area, in particular the dotterels that nest
on the dunes to the west of this point.
For the purpose of our programme, we have considered the following stages and volumes:
•
•
•
•

Phase 1, River dredge. Volume = 370,000m3 (70,000 m3 to Spit Bund 1, 300,000 m3 to Peterson
Block).
Phase 2, Channel Dredge 1. Volume = 290,000m3 (160,000m3 plus 130,000m3 to Spit bund 1).
Phase 3, Channel Dredge 2. Volume = 40,000m3 (40,000m3 to Spit Bund 2).
Phase 4, blade 160,000m3 from Spit Bund 1 over to Spit Bund 2.
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Figure 7.2: Dredging Sequence

Timing of Contract Award
While the attached programme is shown against a dated calendar, it should be noted that many of
the construction activities are seasonally constrained by Consent Conditions relating to Inanga and
dotterel seasons. In order for the consent conditions to be met, commencement of the project is
critical. Our programme currently shows no channel 1 dredging or dredge deposits being undertaken
during this critical Dotterel nesting period (In accordance with the consents). Work in the channel
during Inanga breeding will be localised and dredge deposits will be operating in the Spit Bund 1
area.
As the project moves toward construction, consideration should be given to the timing of
commencement and the programme should be revalidated to ensure that the consent conditions
can be met.
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Brian Perry Civil

Opotiki River Entrance
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8. Cost Estimate (Breakdown and Assumptions)
Please see the Schedule of Prices on the following pages.
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9. Risk and Opportunity
A number of high level risks were identified during previous phases of this project and were listed in
the Project Development Plan.
During this reference design phase, these risks have been reviewed and, as further detail has been
developed, additional risks have become apparent. These risks have been scheduled in a Risk
Register and included in Appendix 2.
They can be grouped into two main categories broadly delineated by risk owner.

Design and Construction Risks
These risks relate to risks and uncertainties affecting the design, price estimation, and construction
works delivery of the capital works, and depending upon the procurement model selected, will
largely be owned by the Design and Construction team.
Some of the more key risks in this category are;
•

•

•

•
•

•

Geotechnical soil conditions offshore are different to those presumed from onshore
investigations, requiring a different or greater structural design than that allowed at this
stage. The impacts of this are likely to be reflected in significant extra cost, and perhaps a
different structural form from that has been developed here;
Hydraulic behaviour and scour depths may be different / greater than the DHI design
assesses. While this risk is beyond the brief for this reference design, the mitigation of the
risk would likely require additional scour protection measure to be constructed and/or
greater maintenance dredging activities;
Weather and related sea conditions are likely to significantly impact construction works. On
an open ocean coastline, with no easily accessible safe haven for floating plant, construction
methodologies and contingency plans need to well thought through. Risks here include lost
time due to extreme events, additional time required to make good any damage or loss to
the works, additional or re-dredging volumes, and replacement of any plant losses;
Regular navigation of the existing harbour entrance may at times be impractical, requiring
additional dredging or channel clearance temporary works;
There is an estimating risk in measurement of the dredged quantities. The harbour and
coastal land and foreshore form is dynamic, such that the volume to be dredged is
constantly changing. Whilst this cost risk could be fixed by imposing a lump sum price, it is
recommended that this item is undertaken on a “measure and value” basis. A full
topographic and hydrographic survey would be undertaken immediately prior to
construction setting the baseline model from which actual volumes dredged would be
measured by hydrographic survey, on a monthly basis. A final completion survey would
finalise the actual volume dredged for final payment purposes.
Two other estimating risks involve the offshore procurement of sheetpiles and tierods. This
includes variations in global steel prices and foreign exchange fluctuations. A swing in either
of both of these items would significantly affect the project cost. Forward cover and early or
timed procurement to take advantage of cyclical cost swings would manage these risks,
given the lead-time available for the project.

Owner and Operational Risks
These are risks which are best owned and managed by the project owner, and are typically items
over which the Constructors have less control.
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•

•
•

•

•

•

Scope creep. In preparing the Principal’s Requirements (PRs) the scope of the project works
needs to be clearly identified, so as to limit the extent to which additional, or peripheral
works are required from the budget assigned to the Harbour Entrance Training wall project.
This might include additional measures or facilities required by the Fisheries Operators.
This Reference design has been priced on the base works necessary to construct the harbour
entrance training walls only;
Hydraulic Design risk and Hydraulic performance. This risk and any additional physical works
required, remains with Opotiki District Council;
Any operational maintenance activities, such as maintenance dredging, additional scour
protection of beach nourishment, top deck re-levelling, as may be required from time-totime, will remain Opotiki District Council’s responsibility and will require budgeting
accordingly;
Similarly, the cost of long term monitoring required by the resource consents, and any
resultant physical works to ensure on-going compliance with consent conditions remains the
responsibility of Opotiki District Council. Examples of these items include foreshore
topography monitoring and replenishment, estuary salinity monitoring, and upstream flood
level monitoring;
Given the terms of reference for this reference design, there remains a risk to public safety,
in the irreconcilability of consent conditions requiring public access to the top of the training
walls; the prescribed top height of the training walls, and the consented overtopping
volumes which are most likely to be exceeded on a frequent basis given the wave climate;
The risk of any resource consent variations required as the design evolves will be the
responsibility of, and acquired by Opotiki District Council, as the Consent Holder.
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10. Health and Safety Considerations
While different forms of structure and related construction methodologies were being debated for
this reference design, consideration was given to the various Health and Safety hazards during the
life cycle of the project. These can be grouped as follows;

Safety in Design
Safety in design is a process that systematically addresses safety issues from the early conceptual
stages of a project.
”Safe design means the integration of control measures early in the design process to eliminate or, if
this is not reasonable practicable, minimise risks to health and safety throughout the life of the
structure being designed. The safe design of a structure will always be part of a wider set of design
objectives, including practicability, aesthetics, cost and functionality. These sometimes competing
objectives need to be balanced in a manner that does not compromise the health and safety of those
who work on or use the structure over its life.
Safe design begins at the concept development phase of a structure when making decisions about:
•
•
•

the design and its intended purpose;
materials to be used ;and,
possible methods of construction, maintenance, operation, demolition or dismantling and
disposal” 1

Early in the design process a Safety in Design Workshop will be arranged. To be most effective the
workshop should include those people who will use and maintain the structures as well as those that
build them. The workshop will seek to identify any issues that could compromise safety and look for
ways to eliminate them at the design stage, on the basis that it is always less costly to change
something the earlier it is identified. Where risks cannot be eliminated they are highlighted, so that
they remain visible through the design, construction and use of the structures. Any residual risks are
carried through the on-going risk management of the work and into the operational life of the
structures.
A good example of how the process will be used is how the matter of the overtopping of the outer
sections of the training walls under storm conditions will be dealt with.

Construction Phase Hazards
Construction hazards are many and varied, and very much task dependent. Detailed Job Safety
Analyses will be prepared for each work task, as part of detailed construction work planning. A
Preliminary Hazard Register is attached in Appendix 3 which contains some project specific hazards,
and some generic hazards associated with the likely works.
However some headline hazards highlighted during Construction planning for this Reference design
include;
• Working over water; working on floating plant;
• Safely accessing work boats and other floating plant;
• Safe passage across the existing harbour entrance and sandbar;
• The construction works and equipment presenting Navigational hazards to existing mariners
during construction;

1

Safe Design of Structures, Safe Work Australia, July 2012.
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•
•
•
•

Securing of the works and plant prior to and during storm condition;
Working with cranes and swinging loads, on barges, in confined areas, and over water;
Working near heavy moving plant in confined areas, and their risk to ground workers; and,
Shortage of sufficiently skilled marine piling workers locally.

Operational Hazards
Once the capital works are complete, there remain some hazards associated with the harbour
entrance training walls; hazards that Opotiki District Council will need to manage.
•
•
•

•

Armourstone from scour protection blankets may move during storm events, becoming
deposited within the navigable passage, presenting a hazard to vessels using the channel.
These will be more difficult to remove than the initial dredging of sand;
The hydraulic behaviour and seasonal changes to river flows may create small sandbars and
channels between the training walls complicating passage of the channel by vessels, and
perhaps requiring maintenance dredging;
Given the prescribed top height of the training walls relative to Mean Sea Level and given
the wave climate, it is very likely that the safety of the public using the top surfaces of the
training walls will be compromised during mild stormy events. Consideration should be given
by Opotiki District Council as to how this hazard can be managed; and,
Once completed, there may be increased boat patronage of Opotiki Harbour given its
newfound accessibility. This may reach a point where active management by a
harbourmaster is required.
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11. Appendix
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APPENDIX 1 – RESOURCE CONSENT RESPONSIBILITIES
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Appendix 1

Resource Consent Responsibilities

The following tables for Consents RC65563, 65564 and 65566 set out the responsibilities for
compliance assumed in this cost estimate. The other three consents RC 65567, 65568 and 65569 all
relate to either the occupation of the site by the works or maintenance of the built structures and
therefore not part of the construction cost estimate.
The attention of the Opotiki District Council is drawn to the on-going monitoring and survey
requirements of RC65566, which are extensive.
RC65563 - Condition

Resp

To Erect and Maintain Training Walls

5 – Preconstruction Requirements
5.1 – Submit engineering details

Cont

Peer Review of the following:
a – Structures and Hydraulics

ODC

Contractor to provide peer review for contractor-designed
elements, sufficient to obtain building consent. ODC responsible
for appointing peer reviewer for hydraulic aspects

b – Location

ODC

Location as dictated by hydraulics

c – Flood Frequency analysis

ODC

d – Flood levels

ODC

e – Scour of sediments

ODC

f – Construction materials

ODC

g – outline future maintenance

ODC

h – Landscape and ecology

ODC

i – Restoration of landforms at interface

Cont.

j – cultural elements

ODC

5.2 – Construction Management Plan

Cont

a

Cont

b

ODC

c through k

Cont

5.3 – Dredging Management Plan

Cont

With assistance from Contractor on the maintenance of the fixed
structures

For all construction phase activities.
ODC will manage post construction.

5.4 – Environmental Mitigation and
Remediation Plan

Cont

5.5 – Technical Liaison Group

ODC

Opotiki Harbour Entrance Training Walls

For all construction phase activities.
ODC will manage post construction.
ODC to set up and manage. Contractor to be represented on
Group
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RC65563 - Condition

Resp

To Erect and Maintain Training Walls

5.6 – Site Wide Contingency Plan

Cont

5.7 – Monitoring and Review Plan

ODC

5.8 – Construction not before written
approval to all plans

Cont
and
ODC

5.4 omitted, assumed a typographical error as at 5.4 it states it
must be approved before construction starts. Potential for ODC
to delay construction if their responsibilities are not met in time.

6.1 – Start of works

ODC

Note these are Conditions 5.1 through 5.7 in RC65564

6.2 – Site Meeting

ODC

6.3 – Local Media release

ODC

6.4 - Copy of consent on site

Cont

6.5 – Copy to other separate contractors

ODC

6.6 – Prior to maintenance work

ODC

7 – Signage

Cont

8 – Works

Cont

Conditions 8.1 – 8.15

Cont

8.16 – no increase in 100 yr flood level

ODC

8.17 – 8.21

Cont

9 – Timing of works

Cont

10 – Water Quality Standards

Cont

6 – Notification of Works

Except for Monitoring and Review which is by ODC

For all construction phase activities.
ODC will manage post construction.

11 – Post Construction Mitigation and
Remediation
11.1 Dotterel Habitat

ODC

11.2 – Replant areas affected by the Works

Cont

11.3 – Interpretive signs

ODC

11.4 – Fence Huntress Creek

Cont

11.5 – 11.8

ODC

12 – Monitoring and Review

ODC

13 – Certification of the works

Cont

Opotiki Harbour Entrance Training Walls

For clarity, we have assumed ODC will commission all monitoring
surveys, including any necessary during construction, as these
are a small part of the total
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RC65563 - Condition

Resp

14 – Maintenance

ODC

15 – Review of conditions

BOPRC

16 – Charges

ODC

17 – Lapse

ODC

RC 65564 - Conditions

Resp

To Erect and Maintain Training Walls

To Reclaim more than one Hectare

5 – Notification of Works
5.1 – Start of works

ODC

5.2 – Site Meeting

ODC

5.3 – Local Media release

ODC

5.4 - Copy of consent on site

Cont

5.5 – Copy to other separate contractors

ODC

5.6 – Prior to maintenance work

ODC

5.7 – Prior to maintenance

ODC

6 – Pre-construction Requirements
6.1 – Submit Engineering Details Review

Cont

Peer review of the following:
a – Structures and Hydraulics

ODC

Contractor to provide peer review for contractor-designed
elements, sufficient to obtain building consent. ODC responsible
for appointing peer reviewer for hydraulic aspects

b – Location

ODC

Location as dictated by hydraulics

c – Flood Frequency analysis

ODC

d – Flood levels

ODC

e – Scour of sediments

ODC

f – Construction materials

ODC

g – outline future maintenance

ODC

h – Landscape and ecology

ODC

i – Restoration of landforms at interface

Cont.

Opotiki Harbour Entrance Training Walls

With assistance from Contractor on the maintenance of the fixed
structures
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RC 65564 - Conditions

Resp

To Reclaim more than one Hectare

j – cultural elements

ODC

6.2 – Construction Management Plan

Cont

6.3 – Environmental Mitigation and
Remediation Plan

Cont

For all construction phase activities. ODC will manage post
construction.

6.4 – Technical Liaison Group

ODC

ODC to set up and manage. Contractor to be represented on
Group

6.5 – Site Wide Contingency Plan

Cont

6.6 – Monitoring and Review Plan

ODC

6.7 – Construction not before written
approval to all plans

Cont
and
ODC

6.4 omitted, assumed a typographical error as at 6.4 it states it
must be approved before construction starts. Potential for ODC
to delay construction if their responsibilities are not met in time.

7 – Reclamation
7.1-7.6

Cont

7.7 and 7.8 – Survey plan

ODC

8 – General Works
8.1 to 8.12

Cont

8.13 – Works shall not increase flood levels

ODC

8.14 to 8.17

Cont

9 Water Quality Standards

Cont

10 Timing of the Works

Cont

11 – Post Construction Mitigation and
Remediation

Cont

11.1 Dotterel Habitat

ODC

11.2 – Replant areas affected by the Works

Cont

11.3 – Ecologist supervision

ODC

Requires specialist ecologist input

12 – Monitoring and Review

ODC

For clarity, we have assumed ODC will commission all monitoring
surveys, including any necessary during construction, as these
are a small part of the total

13 – Certification of the works

Cont

14 – Charges

ODC

15 – Review of conditions

BOPRC

Opotiki Harbour Entrance Training Walls

Except for Monitoring and Review which is by ODC

For all construction phase activities. ODC will manage post
construction.
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RC 65564 - Conditions

Resp

16 - Lapse

ODC

RC65565 – Conditions

Resp

To Reclaim more than one Hectare

Carry out Earthworks and Discharge of Water

5 – Notification of the Works
5.1 – Start of construction

ODC

5.2 – Site meeting

ODC

5.3 – Copy of consent on site

Cont

5.4 – Copies of consent to subcontractors

Cont

6 - Pre-Construction Requirements
6.1 – Construction Management Plan

Cont

ODC to determine Floodway And Drainage Bylaw compliance
and obtain Historic Places Trust authority.

6.2 – Environmental Mitigation and
Remediation Plan

Cont

6.3 – Dredge Disposal Plan

Cont

ODC to confirm no adverse effect on flooding, provide evidence
of consultation, demonstrate enhancement

6.4 – Technical liaison group

ODC

Contractor to be represented on the TLG

6.5 – Site Wide Contingency Plan

Cont

6.6 – Erosion and Sediment Control Plan

Cont

6.7 – Monitoring and Review Plan

Cont

Any post construction monitoring to be by ODC

7 – Earthworks
7.1 – Works in accordance

Cont

7.2 – No damage to soakage on dunes

Cont

7.3 – Only clean fill

Cont

7.4 – Definition of clean fill
7.5 – works complete in under 5 years

Cont

7.6 – Stabilise by vegetative cover

Cont

8 – Works

Cont

Conditions 8.1 – 8.8

Cont

Opotiki Harbour Entrance Training Walls

Except for Monitoring and Review which is by ODC
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RC65565 – Conditions

Resp

8.9 – no increase in 100 yr flood level

ODC

8.10 – 8.12

Cont

9 – Erosion and Sediment Control

Cont

10 – Settlement Pond Discharge

Cont

11 – Temporary Stormwater Storage

Cont

12 – Disposal of Dredge Material to Land

Cont

13 – Water Quality Standards

Cont

14 – Timing of Works

Cont

15 – Dust Control

Cont

16 - Signage

Cont

17 - Maintenance

Cont

Carry out Earthworks and Discharge of Water

ODC are responsible for post construction maintenance dredging

18 – Monitoring and Reporting
18.1 – Water quality

Cont

18.2 - Wildlife

ODC

18.3 – Triggers for additional monitoring

Cont

18.4 – 18.9

Cont

19 - Post Construction Mitigation and
Remediation
19.1 – Dotterel Habitat

ODC

19.2 – Reshape area affected by the works

Cont

19.3 – Interpretive Signs

ODC

19.4 – Fence Huntress Creek

Cont

19.5 – Public Access

ODC

19.6 - Replenishment

Cont

19.7 - Ecologist

ODC

20 – Review of conditions

BOPRC

21 – Charges

ODC

Opotiki Harbour Entrance Training Walls

In consultation with ODC
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RC65566 – Conditions

Resp

Foreshore and Seabed
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

erect maintain and remove temporary structures
disturb the foreshore and seabed
remove indigenous vegetation
take coastal water
dam and divert coastal water
discharge contaminants

5 – Preconstruction Requirements
5.1 – Submit engineering details

Cont

Peer Review of the following:
a – Structures and Hydraulics

ODC

Contractor to provide peer review for contractor-designed
elements, sufficient to obtain building consent. ODC responsible
for appointing peer reviewer for hydraulic aspects

b – Location

ODC

Location as dictated by hydraulics

c – Flood Frequency analysis

ODC

d – Flood levels

ODC

e – Scour of sediments

ODC

f – Construction materials

ODC

g – outline future maintenance

ODC

h – Landscape and ecology

ODC

i – Restoration of landforms at interface

Cont.

j – cultural elements

ODC

5.2 – Construction Management Plan

Cont

a

Cont

b

ODC

c through k

Cont

5.3 – Environmental Mitigation and
Remediation Plan

Cont

For all construction phase activities. ODC will manage post
construction.

5.4– Technical Liaison Group

ODC

ODC to set up and manage. Contractor to be represented on
Group

5.5 – Site Wide Contingency Plan

Cont

5.6 – Monitoring and Review Plan

ODC

5.7 – Construction not before written

Cont

Opotiki Harbour Entrance Training Walls

With assistance from Contractor on the maintenance of the fixed
structures

5.4 omitted, assumed a typographical error as at 5.4 it states it
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RC65566 – Conditions

Resp

Foreshore and Seabed

approval to all plans

and
ODC

must be approved before construction starts. Potential for ODC
to delay construction if their responsibilities are not met in time.

6.1 – Start of works

ODC

Note these are Conditions 5.1 through 5.7 in RC65564

6.2 – Site Meeting

ODC

6.3 – Local Media release

ODC

6.4 - Copy of consent on site

Cont

6.5 – Copy to other separate contractors

ODC

6.6 – Prior to maintenance work

ODC

7 – Signage

Cont

8 – Works

Cont

Conditions 8.1 – 8.12

Cont

8.13 – no increase in 100 yr flood level

ODC

8.14 – 8.19

Cont

9 – Timing of works

Cont

10 – Water Quality Standards

Cont

6 – Notification of Works

Except for Monitoring and Review which is by ODC

For all construction phase activities. ODC will manage post
construction.

11 – Post Construction Mitigation and
Remediation
11.1 Dotterel Habitat

ODC

11.2 – Replant areas affected by the Works

Cont

11.3 – Interpretive signs

ODC

11.4 – Fence Huntress Creek

Cont

11.5 – 11.8

ODC

12 – Monitoring and Review

ODC

13 – Certification of the works

Cont

14 – Maintenance

ODC

15 – Review of conditions

BOPRC

16 – Charges

ODC

Opotiki Harbour Entrance Training Walls

For clarity, we have assumed ODC will commission all monitoring
surveys, including any necessary during construction, as these
are a small part of the total
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APPENDIX 2 – RISK REGISTER

Opotiki Harbour Entrance Training Walls

5

1

2

1

M

4

3

Sea state slows or delays construction

Weather & Ground Slow or delay
Conditions
construction

5

2

4

2

1

E

5

5

5

1

2

1

M

4

3

Lack of suitable safe havens to run to, with floating
plant

Materials / Plant

Damage to plant/jack
up barge or permanent
works. Increased
project cost and
programme
implications
Additional cost
requireed to import
additional skilled labour

3

3

4

4

4

V

4

5

Make allaowance in programme for inclement
weather and sea state, and recovery time for
remediation post event.
Plan robust construction methods to minimise need
to run for safe haven. Contigency Planning and
early warning procedure in place for moving plant in
good time.

3

2

2

2

M

3

3

2

2

M

3

3

Bring a core of leading skilled staff from outside the
area, and train / upskill local talent pool as
appropriate

2

2

2

1

L

2

3

Weather & Ground Unsteady foundation
Conditions
for jack up barge, need
to readjust legs.
Additional remedial
dredging scope.
MSA compliance requires greater measures than
Safety & Security
More onerous safety
planned
requirements
Weight of sheetpile too light for driving forces required General / All
Unable to drive sheet
pile to design depth
causing design issues
and programme delay.

4

2

3

2

V

4

4

Change method to eliminate the need for jack up
barge. Allow sheetpile block off wall at -2 so jack up
barge is not required.

2

3

2

1

H

3

4

2

2

L

2

3

2

L

2

3

3

2

5

V

5

6

Implementation of additional safety measures,
licenses vessels, and masters
Select heavier sheetpile section for driveability
given geotech observations

3

1

3

1

H

4

4

Additional dredging required for sequencing (double
handling) / temp works / storm event

Productivity

Consequences on
programme and cost

4

4

3

V

5

5

3

2

2

1

M

3

3

Armour rock quality not achievable, within cost
allowance

Materials / Plant

Increased cost to
achieve armour quality

3

V

4

5

Suitable armour rock not available locally, leading to
“imported” material

Materials / Plant

4

V

5

5

Site Security (remote site susceptible to vandalism)

Materials / Plant

4

V

5

5

Environmental Compliance requires more physical
measures than anticipated

Environmental &
Stakeholder

Increased cost to
import suitable rock
armour
Damage/Theft to plant
and/or materials
Infringement notice /
prosecution. Increased
cost of additional
protective measures

Sequencing of programme to consider sectional
dredging to avoid double handling. Method to
include closing off finger will make dredging
sequencing easier.
Design wall to eliminate need for scour blanket
armour. Replace greater volume of sand in dune
area and install buried sheet pile cut off wall.
Design wall to eliminate need for scour blanket
armour. Replace greater volume of sand in dune
area and install buried sheet pile cut off wall.
Provide secure site compound and night watch.

2

2

V

5

6

Compile comprehensive Environmental
Management Plan, in consultation with Regional
Council, prior to construction. Align Client and
Regional Council expectations prior to construction,
and jointly monitor regularly during construction.

2

Piling productivity proves slower than anticipated

Productivity

Programme and cost
implications

3

H

4

4

Provide additional plant and personnel resources

1

Obstructions encountered during piling.

Productivity

L

2

3

Accurate ground investigation and monitoring prior
to, and during construction. Mobilise equipment to
deal with obstruction. Allow some contigency within
design.

Access and logistics (material supply and handling)
prove more difficult than anticipated

Subcontractors &
Suppliers

L

2

3

Navigation of existing harbour bar for construction
purposes restricts productivity or requires additional
temp works (dredging? Consent?)

Dredging and disposal, locations and sequence
unable to accommodate local boat passage through
existing channel to levels expected by stakeholders

Maximum Impact
Rating (1 to 5)

Maximum Impact
Rating (1 to 5)

Additional Rating

Catastro
Matrix Zone

Substan
Stakeholder

Make allowance in programme for inclement
weather. Follow weather forecasts

Reputation

5

Constructability

5

Consequence
(reactive)
Controls

Quality

Cost

E

Cause (preventative) Controls

Environment

1

Control Measures (who, what action, how frequent, how evidenced)

Health & Safety

Programme

Likelihood Assessment
Rating (1 to 5)

2

Stakeholder

4

Reputation

2

Consequences

Constructability

5

Risk Category

Quality

Weather & Ground Delay causes extended
Conditions
programme

Risk

Environment

Weather events slow or delay construction

Ref
#

Health & Safety

Additional Rating

H
V
V
E
E

Matrix Zone

H
H
V
V
E

Cost

Inherent Ranking (Before Mitigation)
Impact Assessment Rating (1 to 5)

N
L
M
1
N
L
H
2
N
M
H
3
L
M
V
4
L
M
V
5
Residual Ranking (After Mitigation)
Impact Assessment Rating (1 to 5)

Programme

Likelihood Assessment
Rating
(1 to 5)

Improbable - 1 in 1000
Unlikely - 1 in 100
Possible - 1 in 10
Likely - more than not
Probable - almost certain

Significa

Opotiki Harbour Development - Risk Register

Moderat

Minor

Impact

Risk Matrix

CONSTRUCTION

Difficulty recruiting sufficient suitably skilled personnel Subcontractors &
locally requiring additional imported staff
Suppliers

Scour around Jack Up Barge legs, and our
incomplete permanent works

3

2

2

1

2

2

2

4

5

5

4

4

4

2

4

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

Programme and cost
implications due to
breaking out
obstruction and re
setting
Programme delays due
to Insufficient material
supply or delay

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

General / All

Delay to programme.
Additional dredging.

3

2

General / All

Programme
implications due to
stopping dredging
operations.

2

2

3

Tender

Increased / decreased
dredging quantity, and
longer /shorter
programme

4

2

2

4
3

2

2
5

2

3

H

4

4

2

3

H

3

4

M

4

3

2

2

2

2

2
1

1

2

1

N

2

2

2

1

N

2

2

4

1

2

1

1

M

4

3

1

2

1

1

L

2

3

2

3

M

2

4

2

2

2

L

2

3

Large storage areas on site means material storage
should not be a problem. Long lead in times
available currently for steel.

1

1

N

1

2

Plan construction methodology to minimise
dependence on existing harbour entrance.
Advanced planning with stakeholders and Regional
Council in regard to mitigation measures /
alternative methods.
Plan dredging sequence to accommodate boat
passage. Engage stakeholders to align
expectations

2

2

2

2

L

2

3

2

2

2

2

L

2

3

Under take pre-construction topographic and
hydrographic survey. Use Measure and Value
payment system for dredging.

1

2

2

L

2

3

2

1

2

2
1

2

1

ESTIMATING
Actual dredge quantities differ from those allowed in
tender due to base survey data, seasonal
sedimentation variations, and coastal processes
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Additional Rating

V

5

5

3

2

M

3

3

Geotechnical conditions offshore differ from that
assumed (from onshore boreholes)

Methodology &
Design

More onerous ground
conditions means more
difficult piling conditions
making productivity
slower.

3

2

3

H

4

4

Commission off-shore ground investigation before
detailed design.

2

2

3

2

H

3

4

Design scope creep

Methodology &
Design

Delay in commencing.
Increased Cost

3

2

2

M

3

3

Clear definition of scope included/excluded from
price. Clear definition of Contract scope by Client in
Principal's Requirements prior to D&C tender.

2

2

2

1

L

2

3

Scour depth greater than anticipated

Methodology &
Design

Geotech results may
require design changes
resulting in programme
delays and increased
pile section / armour

2

2

3

H

3

4

ODI and DHI to redesign to new scour depth to
confirm modelling following offshore geotech
investigation.

1

N

1

2

Additional Principal’s Requirements

Methodology &
Design

Change to scope may
mean delay to design
and commencement on
site , and additional
cost

2

2

2

2

2

L

2

3

Clear definition of scope included/excluded from
price. Clear definition of Contract scope by Client in
Principal's Requirements prior to D&C tender.

1

1

1

1

N

1

2

Principal’s Requirements (scope definition)

Contractual

Change to scope may
mean delay to design
and commencement on
site , and additional
cost

2

2

2

2

2

L

2

3

Clear definition of scope included/excluded from
price. Clear definition of Contract scope by Client in
Principal's Requirements prior to D&C tender.

1

1

1

1

N

1

2

Additional Scope required by Fishery Operators

Contractual

Change to scope may
mean delay to design
and commencement on
site , and additional
cost

2

2

2

2

2

L

2

3

Clear definition of scope included/excluded from
price. Clear definition of Contract scope by Client in
Principal's Requirements prior to D&C tender.

1

1

1

N

1

2

Hydraulic Design

Methodology &
Design

2

2

Maintenance requirements (maintenance dredging,
scour backfilling / armouring, training wall deck
maintenance, handrail replacements, etc)

Operations &
Maintenance

Compliance with Resource Consent Conditions and
Variations

Methodology &
Design

Insufficient spoil disposal sites

General / All

Change to design may
mean delay to
commencement
Cost to Owner and
obstruction of new
channel during
dredging operation.
Consent condition
require additional
monitoring or response
if trigger levels
exceeded.
Cart off site costs

2

L

2

3

Provided to ODC by DHI

1

1

1

N

1

2

2

M

3

3

Additional maintenance budget

3

2

M

3

3

2

L

2

3

Additional monitoring and remediation

2

2

L

2

3

Agri-chemical load in sediments requires specialised
disposal treatment

Environmental &
Stakeholder

Cost to treat and delay
to programme due to
treatment

2

Escalation

General / All

Increased costs

3

Possible costs to adapt
deck protection details
(handrails / exclusion
fencing) and cost of
injury claims /rescue.

4

5

Instability of Training
Walls leading to
structural damage.
Weather & Ground Obstruction of channel
Conditions
for commercial
operators until channel
is cleared by
maintenance dredging

4

3

4

3

Safety & Security

4

5

Maximum Impact
Rating (1 to 5)

Maximum Impact
Rating (1 to 5)

Matrix Zone

4

Stakeholder

4

Reputation

Increased costs

Constructability

3

Quality

3

Cost

M

Consequence
(reactive)
Controls

Programme

2

Cause (preventative) Controls

Environment

3

Control Measures (who, what action, how frequent, how evidenced)

Health & Safety

Tender

Likelihood Assessment
Rating (1 to 5)

Additional Rating

Foreign exchange rate fluctuation

Residual Ranking (After Mitigation)
Impact Assessment Rating (1 to 5)

State assumptions in price schedule (Client Risk?)
Given programme timeline, buy sheetpile at
appropriate time in pricing cycle.
State assumptions in price schedule (Client Risk?)
Buy forward cover?

Stakeholder

5

Reputation

5

Constructability

V

Quality

4

Cost

4

Consequences

Programme

Increased or decreased
costs.

Risk Category

Environment

Tender

Risk

Health & Safety

Matrix Zone

Likelihood Assessment
Rating
(1 to 5)

Inherent Ranking (Before Mitigation)
Impact Assessment Rating (1 to 5)

Steel Price fluctuation

Ref
#

DESIGN
3

2

2

1

1

CLIENT

Public Safety Risk in amenity use of training walls,
Safety & Security
given prescribed deck elevation, Consented
overtopping volumes, and Consent requiremnents to
public access (irreconcilable).

3

2

2

1
3

4

3

2

3

4

H

3

5

Client to provide free access to disposal areas of

1

2

L

2

3

3

3

H

4

5

Client to allow costs for Variation and EOT to
contractor.

1

1

N

1

2

3

H

4

4

Timing of steel procurement with regard to foreign
exchange and international steel prices.
Stakeholder engagement to manage expectations,
public warning / exclusion measures, Consent
Variation costs.

1

1

N

1

2

4

4

1

5

4

E

5

6

3

3

3

V

4

4

Additional Armourstone to be placed to increase
protection from scour.

2

1

3

3

3

V

4

4

Bring in dredging plant from off- site or elsewhere
on site.

4

2

5

4

E

5

6

Stakeholder/Public safety information displayed
effectively. Sufficient safety prevention guardrails.

4

4

1

3

4

V

5

5

3

3

3

H

3

4

3

3

3

V

4

4

3

4

V

5

5

OPERATIONAL
2.01 Hydraulic behaviour in channel causes scour to a
greater extent than design allows
2.02 Hydraulic behaviour creates sandbar or channels,
between or at end of training walls, requiring
maintenance dredging

2.03 Safety of public using groyne top for fishing and /or
recreation, being exposed to overtopping ocean
swells, sweeping them into sea

General / All

Public safety.
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Maximum Impact
Rating (1 to 5)

Matrix Zone

Constructability

Stakeholder

1

Reputation

1

Quality

Harbour (Master) Management. Stakeholder liaison.

Cost

2

Programme

2

Environment

N

Consequence
(reactive)
Controls

Residual Ranking (After Mitigation)
Impact Assessment Rating (1 to 5)
Health & Safety

1

Cause (preventative) Controls

Likelihood Assessment
Rating (1 to 5)

1

Control Measures (who, what action, how frequent, how evidenced)
Maximum Impact
Rating (1 to 5)

Constructability

Quality

Programme

Environment

Cost
1

Additional Rating

2

Matrix Zone

Increased harbour
management input.
Programme
implications

Inherent Ranking (Before Mitigation)
Impact Assessment Rating (1 to 5)
Stakeholder

Environmental &
Stakeholder

Consequences

Reputation

2.04 Increased small boat patronage of harbour, requiring
active management (harbourmaster?)

Risk Category

Health & Safety

Risk

Likelihood Assessment
Rating
(1 to 5)

Ref
#

2

REFERENCE DESIGN AND COST REPORT

APPENDIX 3 – HEALTH AND SAFETY HAZARD REGISTER

Opotiki Harbour Entrance Training Walls

HAZARD LIST
SITE SPECIFIC HAZARDS FOR OPOTIKI WHARF DEVELOPMENT

Note: Hazards may affect our own workforce; others on site;
the general public and the environment.

ACTIVITY HAZARD ANALYSIS
TYPE OF
WORK

ACTIVITY

Job specific
Construction
Phase

POTENTIAL HAZARDS

Working over water / working on
floating plant

ELIMINATE=E
ISOLATE=I
MINIMISE=M
M
M
M
M

PRECAUTIONARY ACTION AND CONTROL TO BE TAKEN

Workers accessing vessels /
floating plant safely

M
M
M

Small construction vessels crossing
the existing bar

M
M

•
•

Limit number of vessels crossing the bar
Use of suitable vehicles (fit for purpose)

Working / or securing works for /
during storm conditions

I
I

•
•

Remove dredging plant to with river location
Remove piling plant to dry land

Crane activities and load handling
working on platforms and barges

Varies

•

Refer to Lifting with excavators/craneage

Grit sand, foreign objects in eyes

I,E
M

•
•

Protective clothing, safety glasses, hearing protection.
Point away from public and workmen.

Lack of skilled marine piling
workers locally

E

•

Import skilled workers

Moving heavy plant (land side)

M

•
•
•
•

Use traffic controllers for access and egress of large vehicles.
Ensure all vehicles have clean wheels immediately prior to
leaving the site so no soil is taken onto the road.
Day-glow jackets to be worn at all times.
Remain in designated safe working areas.

•
•
•

Clear signage and fenced off sections where work is taking place
Ensure dredging procedure kept to river location
Methodology designed to isolate dredge for the sea

M

Navigational hazards for mariners,
associated with dredging plant and
pipelines

Status: Issued for Use
Revision: 30/9/05

Refer to Barge and water work
Buoyancy vests are to be worn at all times.
Boat and lifesaving equipment available.
Emergency communication with land base.
Life buoy with rope tether.
Life buoy with rope tether.
Proper PPE
Safety rails/clear access ways

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

M
M
I,E
I
I
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HAZARD LIST
Operational Phase

Status: Issued for Use
Revision: 30/9/05

Hydraulic behaviour creates
sandbar or channels, between or
at end of training walls, requiring
maintenance dredging

E

•

ODC to allow for additional dredging following unplanned
hydraulic behaviour during maintenance.

Safety of public using groyne top
for fishing and /or recreation, being
exposed to overtopping ocean
swells, sweeping them into sea

I
M

•
•

Isolate access to wall top during construction by fencing
ODC to establish access/wall top design to allow for mitigation

Increased small boat patronage of
harbour, requiring active
management (harbourmaster?)

M

•

ODC to manage increased vessels

Hazard List (Generic).doc
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HAZARD LIST
ACTIVITY HAZARD ANALYSIS
TYPE OF WORK

GENERAL

ACTIVITY

Compressors

Gas cutting/welding

POTENTIAL HAZARDS

Fittings uncoupling causing hoses to
snake out of control.
High pressure compressors
Hose blow-outs

•
•
•
•

Hoses and fittings checked periodically.
Quick fit couplings lashed.
Extra care required with couplings etc.
Hoses to be checked daily for damage and replaced if
necessary

I
E

•
•

Protective clothing, safety glasses, hearing protection.
Point away from public and workmen.

Damage to skin.
Air entering bloodstream.

E

•

Never use compressed air to blow material from clothing or
skin.

Eye damage.
Skin burns.

I
E
M

•
•
•

Use appropriate eye protection.
Welding curtains erected.
Protective clothing.

Compressed gas cylinders.
Fire. due to leaking hoses/gauges.
Gas bottle fires due to flash backs

I
E
E

•
•
•

E
E
E

•
•
•

Safe storage and handling of gas cylinders.
Hoses, gauges and fittings checked periodically.
Flash Back Arrestors will be fitted to all Oxygen and Fuel Gas
cylinders
Fire extinguisher easily available.
Ventilation of enclosed work area.
Gas bottle valves clean of oil, grease, grit etc.

M

•
•

E

•

Condition of leads checked.
Electrical leads must be tested by a Registered Electrician and
Tagged with the date of next test.
Isolating transformers/earth leakage detectors used.

I
I

•
•

Protective clothing to prevent skin contact.
Use barrier cream, especially when mixing epoxies etc.

Electrocution
 Electric vibrators and pumps.
Electric shock due to, short circuit
Cement burns.

Status: Issued for Use
Revision: 30/9/05

PRECAUTIONARY ACTION AND CONTROL TO BE TAKEN

Material blown into eyes.

Fires in flammable materials
Build up of fumes/flammable gases.
Explosion/fire from oil on fittings
Concreting

ELIMINATE=E
ISOLATE=I
MINIMISE=M
E
E
E
M

Hazard List (Generic).doc
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HAZARD LIST
ACTIVITY HAZARD ANALYSIS
TYPE OF WORK

ACTIVITY

GENERAL
Continued

POTENTIAL HAZARDS

Splashing cement in eyes.

ELIMINATE=E
ISOLATE=I
MINIMISE=M
E
M
M
M

PRECAUTIONARY ACTION AND CONTROL TO BE TAKEN
•
•
•
•

Wear appropriate PPE at all times
Care when discharging concrete.
Water available for flushing and washing.
Lighting
Suitable storage for hazardous substances.
Regularly/frequently clean smoko sheds.
Regularly/frequently clean toilets and washing facilities.
Establish site Emergency Plan.
Provide and maintain adequate First Aid Kit/ trained First Aiders
Always ensure adequate lighting for work activities
Use traffic control for access and egress of large precarious
items.
Ensure all vehicles have clean wheels immediately prior to
leaving the site so no soil is taken onto the road.
Day-glow jackets to be worn at all times.

Housekeeping and general
site safety

Illnesses and infections.
Unclean Smoko sheds/eating facilities
Poor/Dirty toilets & washing facilities
No emergency plan
Unattended injuries
Poor lighting leading to injuries

M
M
M
E
E
E

Traffic

Disruption to traffic flows causing
accidents.
Dirt/mud on roadway at exit.

E

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

E

•

Persons in road hit by passing
vehicles.
Person injured outside safe working
area.

M

•

I

•

Due to the location of this project, care must be taken to remain
in designated safe working areas.

Clothing Storage

Contamination from site clothing.

M
M

•
•

Separating soiled clothing for laundry or disposal.
Soiled clothing not to be worn in smoko areas.

Small Power Tools

Electrocution

M

•
•

Condition of leads and tools checked 3 monthly.
Electrical leads must be tested by a Registered Electrician and
Tagged with the date of next test.
Isolating transformers/earth leakage circuit breakers used.

Electric shock due to short circuit.
•
Eye / hearing damage, laceration etc

Status: Issued for Use
Revision: 30/9/05

M

•

Training. Personal Protection Equipment (PPE). Common
sense. Residual Current Devices (RCD’s).
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HAZARD LIST
ACTIVITY HAZARD ANALYSIS
TYPE OF WORK

ACTIVITY

Walking Around Site

POTENTIAL HAZARDS

Slip, fall, trip.

ELIMINATE=E
ISOLATE=I
MINIMISE=M
M

PRECAUTIONARY ACTION AND CONTROL TO BE TAKEN
•
•

E

EXCAVATION

Use of Tools

Slip, fall, crushing through sudden
movement of tool.

M

•

Use care to avoid slip, fall or crushing that may result from
sudden failure or movement of tool.

Excavating

Striking underground services.

E

•

Identify mark and pot hole all underground services prior to
start.

Trenching

Ground slipping/collapsing.

E
E
E

•
•
•

Shoring or other means used in all excavations over 1.5 deep.
Safe batters.
Stockpile spoil away from edge of excavation.

Public and workers falling into
excavation.

I
M
I
M

•
•
•
•

Warning signs and barricades installed at all times..
Lights.
Fencing.
Ladders for easy access.

Contaminated ground water.

E

•

Water to be pumped to designated areas.

Chemicals in soil, refer MSDS.

I
I
E

•
•
•

Protective clothing: boots, gloves, overalls, glasses.
Mask for dust.
Disposal of excavated soil in company designated areas only.

Contaminated Soils

Status: Issued for Use
Revision: 30/9/05

Remove obstacles and check routes for obstacles and condition
of surface.
Eliminate walking up/down banks. Form and/or use steps when
necessary. Seek alternative routes.
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HAZARD LIST
ACTIVITY HAZARD ANALYSIS
TYPE OF WORK

ACTIVITY

Gas Wells

Gas Wells

DEWATERING

Status: Issued for Use
Revision: 30/9/05

Jetting of Spears

POTENTIAL HAZARDS

People affected by poisonous gas
hazardous fumes released from soil.

ELIMINATE=E
ISOLATE=I
MINIMISE=M
E
E

PRECAUTIONARY ACTION AND CONTROL TO BE TAKEN
•
•

Monitor gas levels with appropriate apparatus.
Use compressed air blowers to blow any gas away from work
area.
Protective clothing: boots, gloves, overalls, glasses.
Mask for dust.
Disposal of excavated soil in company designated areas only.

M
M
M

•
•
•

E

No smoking within 15m of open wells.

Explosion from hydrocarbons or gas
leaks.
Fire of flammable materials

E

•
•
•

High pressure water.

M

•

Check suitability of hoses and couplings regularly.

In ground contaminants.

I

•

Avoid prolonged contact with any contaminants.

Back injuries.

M

•

Always use adequate manpower when righting spears.

Overhead wires/services.

E

•

Locate and identify.

Underground services

E

•

Locate and identify.

Traffic

I

•

Isolate work area in accordance with Transit NZ Guidelines.

Have fire extinguisher on hand at all times.

Hazard List (Generic).doc
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HAZARD LIST
ACTIVITY HAZARD ANALYSIS
TYPE OF
WORK
LIFTING WITH
EXCAVATORS/
CRANEAGE

ACTIVITY

POTENTIAL HAZARDS

ELIMINATE=E
ISOLATE=I
MINIMISE=M
M

Rigging and De-rigging

Crushing from following wrong
procedures.

Lifting

Machine tipping over.

E

Boom or Arm collapsing

E
E

Loads falling causing crushing.
Brakes, clutches not working
Machine tipping over
Operator dogman causing accidents
People hit by crane counterweight
Unauthorised people in work area
Slings, shackles chains fail to take
load.
Slings, ropes, shackles breaking.
People injured on head and feet.

E
E
E
E
E

M
E
E
E
E

Loads falling when being lifted
M
Lifting or lowering workmen.

Wind effect on loads and crane.

Status: Issued for Use
Revision: 30/9/05

PRECAUTIONARY ACTION AND CONTROL TO BE TAKEN
•
•

Experience and awareness of correct operation.
Protective helmets, footwear and gloves.

•

Load charts used. Don’t exceed recommended excavator safe
working load.
• Warning devices switched on.
• Hydraulic System Check valves fitted to prevent the accidental
dropping of the bucket, boom or arm.
• Brakes or clutches checked.
• Machine set up on level ground.
• Experienced operator and dogman.
• Stay clear of the counterweight swing area.
• Ensure that there is no access to the work area by the public or
other non-associated workers.
All slings, shackles, chains to be load tested, certified and tagged.
Refer Generic Safety Procedure No. 3.
• Load rated. Approved hook on excavator bucket.
• Check condition.
• Lifting equipment stored safely.
• Protective helmets/footwear.
• Make certain that nobody is under the suspended load at any
time during raising, lowering or transporting.
• Ensure all loads are secure.

M
M
M
M
M
M

•

M

•

•
•
•
•
•

Use only certified man cages or approved lifting devices with
harness attached to main hook.
Dogman at all times.
Protective clothing, helmet and footwear.
The crane’s safe working load to be reduced by 50%.
Lifting and lowering carried out under power, not free fall.
The operator must remain at the controls at all times.
Operator and dogman are to have an awareness of the possible
effect of the wind conditions. (Training).

Hazard List (Generic).doc
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HAZARD LIST
ACTIVITY HAZARD ANALYSIS
TYPE OF WORK

PILE DRIVING

ACTIVITY

Stacking, lifting, pitching.

POTENTIAL HAZARDS

As per craneage hazard sheet.

E

•

E,I,M
M
M
E
E

•
•
•
•
•
•

E

•

Eye injuries from flying materials,
Hearing damage.

I
M

•
•

Back strains.

M

•

Crushing/lacerations.

M

Accidental Exposure to Compressed
air.
Breathing in concrete dust.

E
I

•
•
•
•

Ensure no work is undertaken within 4 metres of live overhead
lines Proximity to overhead services checked and monitored at all
times.
Arrange outage of live lines for close work.
All above.
Keep well clear whenever possible.
Hearing protection.
Safety glasses.
Identify and locate by pot holing prior to commencement of
driving.
Wear Safety Harness connected to static line at all times while
climbing and working on leaders.
Ensure appropriate eye protection is worn at all times.
Ensure appropriate grade of hearing protection is worn at all
times
Employees trained in correct lifting techniques. Ensure loads
correctly supported.
Controlled toppling of surplus pile.
Hoses and fittings condition checked periodically.
Quick fit couplings lashed.
Dust mask.

Hydraulic hoses breaking.

M

•

Hoses and fittings checked and maintained.

Incorrect crane hook block

E

•

Ensure appropriate crane hook is used, eg no saddle weights.

Falling parts from equipment

M

•

Daily check of vibro hammer for loose bolts, guards, etc.

Electric hammer (electric shock)

M

•

Vigilance over cable condition: cuts, damage, etc.

All hazards as for cranes above.
Spalling concrete.
Hearing loss.
Eye damage.
Striking Underground services.

Falling from leaders while climbing.
Stripping heads of precast
piles.

Vibro Hammer

Status: Issued for Use
Revision: 30/9/05

PRECAUTIONARY ACTION AND CONTROL TO BE TAKEN
•

Crushing/lacerations.
Striking overhead services.

Driving piles.

ELIMINATE=E
ISOLATE=I
MINIMISE=M
M

Hazard List (Generic).doc
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HAZARD LIST
ACTIVITY HAZARD ANALYSIS
TYPE OF WORK

SHEETPILING

ACTIVITY

Stacking, lifting, pitching

POTENTIAL HAZARDS

As per craneage hazard sheet.
Lifting brackets for single sheetpiles.

•
•

Ensure no work is undertaken within 4 metres of live overhead
lines Proximity to overhead services checked and monitored at
all times.
Arrange outage of live lines for close work.

E
M

•
•

Use chain/wire slings between crane hook and pitching clip.
More frequent checks on lifting gear because of extra vibration.

E,I,M

•

All above.

Striking underground services.

M

•

Identify and locate by pot holing prior to commencement of
driving..

Hearing loss.

M

•

Hearing protection.

Eye damage from scale and steel
cuttings.

M

•

Safety glasses.

Incorrect crane hook block

E

•

Ensure appropriate crane hook is used, eg no saddle weights.

Falling parts from equipment

M

•

Daily check of vibro hammer for loose bolts, guards, etc.

Electric hammer (electric shock)

M

•

Vigilance over cable condition: cuts, drainage, etc.

Hydraulic hoses breaking.

M

•

Hoses and fittings checked and maintained.

Skin and eye damage.

E
E
E

•
•
•

Avoid directing nozzle toward people.
Protective clothing and eye protection.
Never use high pressure water to wash clothing or skin.

Piles becoming detached from crane
rope.

Vibro Hammer

Water Blasting

Status: Issued for Use
Revision: 30/9/05

PRECAUTIONARY ACTION AND CONTROL TO BE TAKEN
•
•

Crushing/lacerations.

Striking overhead services.

Driving sheetpile

ELIMINATE=E
ISOLATE=I
MINIMISE=M
E,I,M
M

All above.

M
E
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HAZARD LIST
ACTIVITY HAZARD ANALYSIS
TYPE OF WORK

CARPENTRY

Status: Issued for Use
Revision: 30/9/05

ACTIVITY

Power and Power Tools

POTENTIAL HAZARDS

Hearing loss.
Eye injury.
Lacerations/amputations.
Electrocution.

ELIMINATE=E
ISOLATE=I
MINIMISE=M
I
I
M
I
I
E
E

PRECAUTIONARY ACTION AND CONTROL TO BE TAKEN
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hearing protection.
Eye protection (safety glasses).
Correct use of tools.
Guards in good working order.
Isolating transformers.
Earth leakage detectors.
Leads in good condition.

Fire of flammable materials.

E

•

Monitor any use of ignition sources and have fire extinguishers
available at all times..

Manual - lifting
- excavating

Back injury.
Muscle strain.

M
M

•
•

Employees trained in correct lifting techniques.
Lifting within one’s limits.

Walking around site

Tripping over.
Standing on sharp objects.

E
E
E

•
•
•

Eliminate tripping hazards. Ensure access-ways clear.
Ensure proper housekeeping on site. Rubbish cleared regularly.
Nails etc removed from timber.

Material stacking

Crushing.

M
M

•
•

Limit height of stacks.
Allow room between stacks.

General work

Falling into water.

M

•
•

Must work in life preserver.
Lifebuoy must be present at every work station.

Hazard List (Generic).doc
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HAZARD LIST
ACTIVITY HAZARD ANALYSIS
TYPE OF WORK

BARGE WORK

Status: Issued for Use
Revision: 30/9/05

ACTIVITY

POTENTIAL HAZARDS

Craneage

Crushing/Lacerations

Various Piling

As per type of piling hazard list

ELIMINATE=E
ISOLATE=I
MINIMISE=M
E,I,M

PRECAUTIONARY ACTION AND CONTROL TO BE TAKEN
•

As per craneage hazard sheet

E,I,M

Water hazard

M
M
M
M

•
•
•
•

Buoyancy vests are to be worn at all times.
Boat and life saving equipment available.
Emergency communication with land base.
Life buoy with rope tether.

Moving plant on confined
area

Crushing
Losing stability of barge

M
M

•
•

Everyone aware of safe areas during operations.
Operators and dogman aware of safe working positions.

Winching and towing

Ropes breaking and backlashing

M
E
M

•
•
•

Avoid straining ropes.
Stand clear whenever possible.
Protective helmets.

Work Boat

Risk of work boat capsizing and
people not realising people in water.

M

•
•

Flares
All persons in work boat must wear buoyancy vests at all times

Working over water
Working in a boat
Working on a barge

Water Hazard

M,I
M
M
M,I

•
•
•
•

Buoyancy vests are to be worn at all times.
Boat and life-saving equipment available.
Emergency communication with land base.
Life buoy with rope tether.

Lifting and transport of
barge units or pontoons

Water inside causing crane instability
through sloshing and/or overloading

E

•

Ensure there is no water in barge units or pontoons when lifting
in/out of water or on/off transporters
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HAZARD LIST
ACTIVITY HAZARD ANALYSIS
TYPE OF WORK

IN WATER WORK

ACTIVITY

POTENTIAL HAZARDS

Water Blasting

Skin and eye damage.

Working over water
Working in a boat
Working on a barge

Water Hazard.

Working over water
Working in a boat

Crushing Hazard

ELIMINATE=E
ISOLATE=I
MINIMISE=M
M
I
E

•
•
•

Avoid directing nozzle toward people.
Protective clothing and eye protection.
Never use high pressure water to wash clothing or skin.

M,I
M
M
M,I

•
•
•
•

Buoyancy vests are to be worn at all times.
Boat and life-saving equipment available.
Emergency communication with land base.
Life buoy with rope tether.

I

•
•

Use rubber buffers to protect sides of barge from impact with
other
floating or fixed objects

Working on a barge

Status: Issued for Use
Revision: 30/9/05

PRECAUTIONARY ACTION AND CONTROL TO BE TAKEN

Working over water
Working in a boat
Working on a barge

Crushing Hazard

M

•

Care required on floating equipment due to instability in swells

Lifting and transport of
barge units or pontoons

Water inside causing crane instability
through sloshing and/or overloading

E

•

Ensure there is no water in barge units or pontoons when lifting
in/out of water or on/off transporters
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